How the Cookie Crumbles
Directions:
Materials: Cookie Game Board, Tweening Card Deck, Adulting Card Deck, two sets of wax
string, each set a different color, scissors, pencil.
Place the Cookie Game Board on the table – pictures facing up. Choose a set of wax strings to
go with each card deck. Use only one color of string for each deck. Record below:
Card Deck

Color of String

Tweening
Adulting
Round One:
1. Shuffle the Tweening Card Deck.
2. Take the top card from the deck and read the event on the card selected. Determine the
emotions associated with the event.
3. On the Game Board, connect an emotion on the card with the cookie in the center using two
was string pieces placed side by side (so that the connection is the width of 2 strings). You
may need to cut the length of these strings to fit the connection on the board. Push down on
the wax string so that it remains in place on the board.
4. If there is more than one emotion on the card, decide on how you will create the connections
(ex: connect the second emotion to the first, or to the central cookie, or do both ways), and
then make those connections as in Step 3.
5. Repeat steps 2-4 until a total of 10 cards have been played.
6. If there are any connections that contain only two strings (one connection), remove these
from the board.
Round Two:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Keep the string connectors from the prior round on the board.
Put away the Tweening Card Deck – you have grown up and entered adulthood.
Shuffle the Adulting Card Deck.
Conduct the game as before in Round One (Steps 2-4) for a total of 10 rounds. This time –
each connection requires only one string.
5. Remember to use a different color string to represent this round (refer to the table
above)
6. If there are any connections that contain only one string (one connection), remove these from
the board.
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